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This exhibit, "From .Quackery to Bacteriology: The Emergence of
Modem Medicine in 19th Century America, • traces the development of medicine through printed works: from heroic medicine at the beginning of the century to quackery movements, the experience of the Civil War, and ending with
improvements in medical education and the formulation of the germ theory that
, . finally produced modem medicine at century's end. Other topics covered in the
exhibit include women's health, mental health, public health, and preventative
medicine as advocated through physical fitness and nutrition.
Two parallel threads run through 19th century American medicine:
one of evolving medical theory and expanding knowledge that e'lentually furthered the profession; and the other of the daily practice of medicine in the
field. The evolutionary side, or "scientific medicine, • was led by the great
medical minds such a8 Benjamin Rush, but was nonetheless ineffective iD
treating patientS. The ,other side was doniinated by quacks who promoted bizarre treatments like water cures and electrical garments which, while alsd ~
effective, w~re enthusiastically followed. -These two paths often crossed one
, another and mixed thoories and techniques. Scientific medicine took on aspects
of quackery to gain patient acceptance, and quackery assumed aspects of scientific medicine to gain credibility.
·
Scientific medicine at the beginning of the century wa8 heroic medicine. All disease resulted from an excess of fluids, and the cure was to relieve
the body of the excesses through bloodletting and purging. The basic scientific
knowledge necessary to disprove such beliefs was slow to develop in America.
The generation of men like Franklin and Jefferson who dominated the intellectual life of the country from 1750 t() 1800 and who promoted scientific research was largely gone by 1800. Besides, the country had little time and little
use for such aristocrats as it was swept up in the Age of the Common Man. As
Tocqueville commented, the combination of democracy and economic opportunity in the Jacksonian era placed an ,emphasis on profitable technology over

'

basic science. As a consequence, medical science based upon empirical research suffered too.
Contributing to the stagnation of scientific advances in the-' 19th century was the philosophical movement that dominated American society-Romanticism. Romanticism c~me to America fr:om Europe between 1812 and
1861 as a revoli against the Age of Reason. Rather •than rational empirical
thought, Romanticism emphasized feelings, sensitivity, and the supernatural.
As Romanticism mixed with Jacksomari democracy in the 1820s and 1830s, it
developed many uniquely American traits, one of them being religious evan'
,
gelicalism.
, Jacksori.ian religious evangelicalism took religion from the privileged
few to the masses. Religious thought was domina~ by the impending comirlg
of llie millenni~m, which would begin when Christian principl~ triumphed
and WO!lld produce a holy utopia in the promised land of America. To bring
· • about Christ's glorious second coming, Americans had to reform. The common man. had to improve himself by purifying his body and soul, and the
country would do the same.
Sinee the scientific community was doing little to improve medicine,
and the public was rebelling against the painful and debilitating treatments of ·
the heroics, a void developed !n medicaltreatment. Lay health reformers ·and
practitioners, filled with the millennial, democratic spirit, rushed in with
"theories" of their own. Their treatments included water, electricity, manipulation of animal magnetism, and vegetable compounds. Many of the quackery
theories took on qualities of social reform and religious revivalism to became
. movements of their OWJ\.
·
.
It· was not until the end of the century that scientific ·advances began to
.catch up with the medical needs of the public. Civil War hospital experiences
and the new theories of bacteriology slowly produced fundamental changes in
medical practice. Medical training adapted to the growing knowledge base of
the profession; and by the end of the, century, America was-well _on its way to
having the best health car~, in- the world.
·
This exhibit grew out of the Ward M. Canaday Center's "Women's
Collection" of 19th century popular culture books which were collected to
support the study of women's history. But· the collection documents much
more than women's history, as this exhibit hopefully ·shows. Through these
. popular printed works, researchers could study almost any aspect of 19th cen, tury American culturt>-including medicine.
Because the Center's collection is strongest in popular books, this
exhibit 1!-as drawn on works from osher repositories to fill in ar~ where lack'
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ing. Thanks are due to the· Mulford Library, Medical College of Ohio at Toledo, and Director David Boilard, for permission to borrow some pivotal mate'
rials from both the rare book and general collections
of that library. Thanks
also to G. Thomas Osterfield and tqe Northeastern Ohio Universities College
of Medicine for allowing us to borrow some medical instruments and artifacts
to present a more vivid picture of the medical practices of the 19th century
than could ever be conveyed through printed works alone.
Financial contributions by the Friends of the University of Toledo Libraries provided needed funding to produce this exhibit and catalog. Without
such support, Canaday Center exhibits would be nearly impossible. The
Friendsbave made possible the op~ning lecture by Harvey Green, professor of
history at Northeastern University. Thanks also to Green for his lecture and
preliminary review of the catalog.
The artwork for the cover of this catalog was designed by Sue Benedict, Audio-Visual Services. My thanks to her, and to Terry Fell for the pho'
tograph reproductions in the catalog and exhibit.
And a special word of thanks
to
my
co-authors
and
research
assist
tants: Judy Friebert, Kerri Hagan; Jainie Wraight, and Hannah .Carter. Their
contributions to the necessary background research and writing made this exhibit-done on an extremely tight production schedule-possible.
Barbara Floyd
University Archivist
Augmt 1994
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M·IXOR SURGERY.

to haYe a knife whose--handle terminates in a semi-sharp steel edge. S.ueh an
addition i,; occasionally of gi·eat sen·icc in the extirpation of tumors. The
_. annexed figures afl"ord a good idea of the more common forms of scalpels.
.
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Fig. 102.

Fig. J03 .
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Fig. 104.
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Fig. 107.
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The bi;;loury differs from an "tnxlinary scnlprl chiefly in lwinp; long-er and more
slender; it may lw ~trnight or curn·tl, with a sharp or Llnnt extremity. It is
often matle so a,.; to open and ~hut like a penknife, as in fig-. lOH; Lnt the bt·~t
instrument .of the kind is one with a fixed handle. 'l;he term bi:;toury has ?cen
Fig. 108.

supposccl to h_e derived from ristori, the name of a .town where it was at one
time extensi'vcly manufactured. Particular form~ of this· i n ~t rn ment, invented
for particular operations, ~ill be alluded to in difl'ercnt parts of the work.

/

Tools of the trade, from A System of Surgery, by Samuel D. Gross, 1866.
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'A s the 19th century began, Americans had witnessed pumy revolutionary changes in their lives, but medicine had not kept pace. Medical practices dif(ered little from those of th; 18th century: The foremost practitioner of
the time '!Has Benjamin Rush, a .believer in the Enlightenment era's philosophy
of natural law. In this' rational system, the body was a machine, and all disease
was one disease-an overstimulation of nerves and blood. The cure for overstimulation was "heroic" medicine: bleeding, blistering, purging, and vomiting
to restore the natural balance.
Bleeding was usually _the initial treatment. It consisted of venesection
(opeQing up a vein), scarification (using a spring-loa~ed instrument to produce
a series of small cuts), of cupping (placing a warmed glass cup over a cut
which filled with blood as the pre~sure inside dropped). Blistering involved
placing hot plaste~ onto t~e skin to raise blisters, wlJich were !hen drained_.
The most common purgative was Calomel, a form of mercuric chloride which
worked as a laxative in SJllall doses, but usually was prescribed in large' doses
to purge the system.
Rush wrote extensively on heroic medicine and his w<;>rk influenced
· many physicians who continued to practice heroic medicine despite its unpopularity :with p~tients.
,
'
While doctors in the U.S . . relied on Rush•s work, a new movement
began in Paris. French doctors who caught the spirit of their country's revolution did not feel confined by the writings of the "masters, • and ~tead observed for themselves how patients reacted to disease. Dubbed the French
'
\
Clinical School, it emphasized bo~ clinical and pathological observations to
determine treatments. Doctors collected sta~istical evidence like temperatures
and pulse rates. Diagnostics were stressed over he~oics. Some 700 of the best
U.S. doctors traveled to France to study between 1820 and 1860. Despite the
opP<>sition of those who returned from abroad, heroic medicine continued to be
practiced ~d eventually the public developed a deep skepticism, of doctors and ·
an increased interest in quackery.
~
-
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The United States produced some of the best surgeons, many of whom
studied in France. The rigors of life on the frontier also stimulated the advancement of surgical techniques, as doctors living there often had no alternative to surgery because they lacked drugs and access to the latest medical advances.
'
Surgery was the last resort beeause it was often fatal and was always
painful. Performed with no regard, for cl~iness, doctors wore- filthy coa~
often directly from the autopsy room to the operating -room-with pride. This
practice spread deadly infections like septicemia. or gangrene. The only anesthetics were opium and alcohol. In the 1840s, chloroform, nitrous oxide, and
ether began to be used.as sociai drugs by the upper classes, and were eventually applied to surgery. Anesthetics removed the painI of surgery, allowing for
longer, more complex and delicate operations.
Three doctors who emphasized diagnostics over heroics were especi.ally influential. Dr. Daniel Drake lived most hi~ life on the ft;ontier, not on
~he east coast where medical training was centered. Realizing that the frontier
lacked adequate facilities to train doctors, he started the Medical College of
Ohio in Cincinnati in 1819. He is best known for his exhaustive studY, A Systematic Treatise on the Principal Diseases of the Interior Valley of North
America. The work not only examined disease, but detailed geography, climate, and frontier society. Dr. William B~umont used an unusual method to
study how the digestive system worked. An Army doctor at Fort Mackinac, he
encountered a patient with a severe stomach wound that would not heal.
Beaumont used the opening in the unfortunate victim as a window into the gastrointestinal tract, and his 1833 work Experiments and Observations on the
Gastric Juice and Physiology of Digestion explained the chemical process of
digestion. And the work of Dr. Samuel Gross to improve surgical teChniques
resulted in A System of Surgery; Pathological, Diagnostic, Therapeutic, and
Operative, used by Gross in his lectures at the Jefferson Medical College in
Philadelphia, and by many other medical schools.
Despite these widely-recognized efforts to further the knowledge of
doctors, by mid century' scientific medicine took a back seat to quackery. Scientific medicine was hampered by poor training, th~ continued practice of heroic medicine despite patient protests, and quarreling among tQe brightest
physicians. Proprietary medical schools and their common practice of grave ,
robbing to obtain dissection specimens did little to improve the public's image
of the medical profession.
These factors combined in the 1820s and 1830s with a wave of Jacksonian democracy, pr~ducing an egalitarian America with no use for aristo-
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. cratic physicians. The public came to believe that anyone could cure the ill if
they· applied the common-sense principles promoted by quackery doctors.
Physician licensing, once commonplace, was abolished in most states in the
1840s so anyone was" free to practice. Scientific medicine was rapidly replaCed
by qtJ&Ckery such as hydropathy, patent medicines, phrenology, and mesmerism. When quackery became inextricably linked 'to the religious revivalism and
social reform movements sweeping the· country at mid century, it was unstoppable.
.Alternative medical, practices dominated U!ltil the end of the century.
.
However, the overwhelming casualties of the Civil War forced the profbssion
to systematic~.lly study the cause of disease and infection. ID. Europe between 1840 and 1870; studies conducted by Ingnaz Semnielweis (on the contributions
of unclean procedures to "childbed fever"), John Snow (on the relation between contaminated water and the spread of cholera), Louis Pasteur (who disproved the theory of "spontaneous generation" of germs), and Joseph Lister
(who advocated antiseptic surgery), served as the genesis for bacteriology. The
germ theory was: slow to be transmitted to the United States, however. lt was
not until the late 1880s that American surgeon Dr. William Mayo began practicing an~iseptic surgery in his clinics in Rochester, Minnesota, and won con- .
verts among COlleagues.
But these studies in the,scientific basis of disease combined with improved medical education to make "scientific medicine" the predominate philosophy by the end of the century. Altemativ~ medicine was still practiced, but
was often combined with scientific medical principles.
I

~('(i

Illustrations from Beaumont, William. Experiments and Observations on the
Gastric Juice and ,the Physiology of DigeStion. Plattsburgh: F. P. Allen,
1833. From the 1959 facsimile edition: (On loan from the collection of the
Mulford Library, M~ical Coljege of Ohio at Toledo).
~

Drake, Daniel. A Systematic Treatise, Historical, Etiological and Practical, on
the Principal Dis_eases of the ln,terior Valley of North America. New York:
Burt Franklin, 1971 facsimil~ of 1850 edition. (On loan from MCO).
I

Gross, Samuel D. A System ofSurgery; Pathological, Diagnostic, ~rapeutic,
and Operative. -Philadelphia:- Henry C. Lea, 1866.
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Rose, Jacob Servoss. The Reformed Practice of Medicine: Based Upon the ,
Principles of the Chrono-Thermal System Practiced by the Celebrated Dr.
Dickson ofLondon. New York: W. H. Graham, 1845.

Rush, Benjamin. Medical Inquiries and Observations. Philadelphia: J. Conrad
18os.
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The corset versus the wet dress , from The Water-Cure Journal, vol. 12, no. 2, August
1851.
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bile doctors were trying to improve their profession through
"scientific" study, others were promoting treatments with little _or no basis in .
science. Regardless, these treatments enjoyed enormous popularity. Followers
had lost faith in the ability of doctors to cure using heroic ~reatments, and unlike heroic methods, aJternative medicine did not' appear to do harm. Rebelling
against" the aristocracy of the medical profession, 19th century Jacksonian
America believed e'very man could be his own doctor which led most states to
repeal their licensing laws by the 1840s. Many alternative medical treatments
were promoted in home me<Iical guides that allowed the public to treat itself
and bypass the established medical profession ·entir~ly.
'
'
Homeopathy was,-one of the . first popular medical movements ihat 1
could be practiced by the novice at home. It was founded by German physician
Samuel Hahnemann (1755-1843), and gained an American following in Qle
1830s. The movement wa.S based' on Hahnemann's theory simi/a similibus
i:urantur: treating disease with' extremely small doses of drugs that produced
symptoms similar to those of the offending disease. The theory held that the
lesser symptoms brought on by the weak drugs replaced the stronger symptoms
of the original disease and provided comfort /for the patient. Not surprisingly,
patients preferred this treatment to severe heroic methods. The biggest boost tO
homeopatlty's popularity came during the cholera epidemic of 1832, when
conventional bleeding and purging devastated those already weakened bY. the
wasting disease. Homeopathic treatments .appeared to cure simply.because ·they
lowered the death rate by not further debilitating the patient. Because homeopathic drugs were taken in such small doses, little harm came from them, and
they were therefore easy to use in the home without physician assistance.
Many. homeopathic kits were pack~ged· and sold by mail order or over the
counter.

5
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The rural nature of America, which made finding a doctor difficult,
combined with the skepticism many felt ~bout physicians led to numerous
home remedies and medical guides. Household libraries contained books like
Our Home Doctor, or Gunn 's New !Domestic Physician. Common in these
books were formulas for healing teas and poultices. Some of the books advocated a particular theory, while others described several medical theories: Our
Family Physician, (Stout, 1886), carefully prescribes the allopathic, homeopathic, hydropathic, eclectic, and herbal (Thomsonian) remedy for each ailment li.sted. All home medical guides were optimistic in outlook, offering
"cures" for the likes of baldness ,and cancer along with treatments for more
common afflictions like bee stings.
'
Many of the home medical books also provided· guidance for nearly
every aspect of domestic life. Introductory essays offered advice on the proper
conduct of mothers toward children and husbands toward wives. Gunn 's New
Domestic Physician begins with two hundred pages on topics lil~e "The .Passions," "Th~ Dread of Death," "Early Rising," "To Young Men-How to GetRich," and "Cold Baths, versus Warm Baths." Under the heading "To Husbands," Dr. Gunn urged consideration of a wife's "peculiar tender heart," es. pecially if she was in a "delicate situation." Of course, the guides offered
frightening examples of what would happen if such advice was not heeded. '

Coffin, John G. Domestic Medicine, or, a Treatise on the Prevention and Cure
of Diseases by Regimen and Simple Medicines. Boston: Phelps & Farnham,
1825.
Farrington, Ernest A. A Clinical Materia Medica. Being a Course of Lectures
Delivered at the Hahnemann Medical College, of Philadelphia. Philadelphia:
Hahnemann Publishing House, 1890. (On loan from MCO).
Fletcher, Moore Russell. Our Home Doctor: Domestic Remedies Simplified
and Explained for Family Treatment. Boston: A.M. Thayer & Co., 1890.
Freligh, M. Homeopathic Practice of Medicine: Embracing the History, Diagnosis, and Treatment of Disease in General, Including Those Peculiar to
Females and the Management of Children. New York: Charles T. Hurlburt,
1867.
/
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Guernsey, Egbert. Homeopathic Domestic Practice, Containing Also Chapters
on Physiology, Hygiene, Anatomy, and an Abridged Materia Medica. New
York: ,Boericke &Tafel, 1872. (On loan from MCq).
Gunn, John C. Gunn 's New Domestic Physician: Or Home Book of Health.
Cincinnati: Moore, Wilstach '&Baldwin, 1864.
Laurie, J. Homeopathic Domestic -Medicine. New York:
1843.

William Radde,

Lovering, Anna Temple. Hints in Domestic Practice ·and Home Nursing. Boston and Providence: Otis Clapp & Son, 1896.
/

Pulte, J. H. Homeopathic Domestic Physician.
'Worthington, 1869.

•

Cincinnati:

Stout, H. R. Our Family Physician. Peoria, lllinois:
1887.
, I

H~ndersq_n

Smith &

& Smith,

Williams, Theodore D. The American Homeopathic Dispensatory. Chicago:
Gross & Delbridge, 1884.
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Quackery
Quackery grew in fashio~ because its ideas reflected the spirituality
of the period. While the many quack movements differed in what 'they advocated, all complemented America's lQth century Romantic philosophy that the
country was a chosen place with a special purpose in history, that rejuvenation
of the individual would produce rejuvenation of the country, that health and
happiness were available to everyone, and that the body and mind were linked.
When quackery mixed with religious revivalism and social reform at mid centu!Y, it gained huge followings.

7

The .first popular quackery movement mAmerica was Thomsonianistn, founded by Samuel Thomson (1769-1843). He beli'eved disease resulted
from a clogged system and was cured Qy purging and sweating. But unlike heroic doctors, Thomson opposed mineral purgati~es like Calomel in favor of
distillates of native American vegetables, and eschewed b!oodletting. He -received a patent for his "system" in
1813 which he promoted in Thomsonian
I
Materia Medica and A New Guide to Health. While he was highly critical of
formal medical training for doctors, in 1840 he opened his own Botanic Medical College in Columbus, Ohio. This .is one of many examples of how quack
movements assumed the trappings of traditional medicine to improve credibility.
'
'
·Phrenology was nQt a cure, but a way to interpret the mind and body
to better understand both . .Founded by Franz Josef Gall (1758-1828) in Vienna, phrenology centered on the physiological basis of the mind. Promoted in
the_United States by Orson S. Fowler, the movement claimed a person's character was made up of 37 faculties which could be "read" on the cranium -at the
site where each was located. The size of the brain in these locations would reveal the strength of that particular faculty. As Fowler stated, there were
"conn~xions and relations which exist between the conditions and developments of the BRAIN and the manifestations of the MIND." Phrenology was
even applied to art, as sculptors and painters did phrenological profiles of their
subjects to insure their art would reflect the traits of the subject. 'O.S. Fowler
began his own publishing company which· not only published books on phrenology, but other quackery movements as well.
Mesmerism also came from Europe, founded by the German Franz
Anton Mesmer (1743-1815). Mesmer believed bodies had invisible magnetic
fluids (or animal magne~ism) that caused illness when disturbed becau'se organs
were deprived of the vital fluids. To cure, physicians manipulated these fluids
either using magnets or, if a gifted healer, with hands alone. Mesmerism in
America was promoted by Robert H. Collyer. Mesmensm became intertwined
in religious revivalism, and took on Spiritual characteristics.
Closely related to the ideas of mesmerism was electropathy, which
c~me in vogue in the second half of the 19th ~::entury. Electricity was believed
to have magical properties and, as demoqstrated by lightning, was powerful.
Proponents such as W. R. Wells believed the body operated like a large magnet with positive and negative charges. If electricity was applied to the areas
where these charges were out of ba]ance, the patient would be cured. Electricity was particularly "useful in treating "nervous diseases" (mental illness) since
there were no known scientific cures. Resourceful entrepreneurs soon began
I
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producing electrical garments and products, including..co~ts, ~lts, and hairbrushes (advertised as a cure for hair loss).
·
Hydropathy became popular between 1820 and 1860. Although it had
toots in ancient times, , the movement's founder was a Silesian peasant Vincenz
Preissnitz (1799-1851), who' claimed to have cured himself of broken ribs as a
boy by applying cold cloths to the ~ffected area. The 'hydropathic system_had
three treatments: the general application'Of ~ater by bath 1 the application tQ a
particular part of the body, and internal cleansing by drinking or injecting. In
the United States, hydropathy was pro~oted b'y Dr. Joel Shew. One of Shew's
treatments, called the' "wei sheet treatment," was to wrap the patient in·layers
of cold, . wet sheets and a· woolen 'blanket, place him in bed until he Began
sw~ting, th~n remove the blanket and douse the patient with cold water. Wet
dresses were also -common, consisting of loose go~ dipped in colp water before putting on. The wet dress influenced the development of.. the bloomer,
popularized by suffragettes. Hydropathy influenced the women's rights movement in another way too. Since short hair dried quicker, followers cut their
hair, and the look w~ adopted by the suftragettes.
'
Hydropathy had no adverse effect on those who prescribed tO it, and
produced some benefits. It promoted -frequent bathing when most Americans
rarely bathed, helping to prevent the spread of disease. Hydropathy treatment
was followed by walking in the open air, and as such promoted exercise at a
time when frailty was the norm.
Hydropathy was so popular that it had its own magazine, The WaterCure Journal, published by 0. S. Fo~ler's company and boasting a circulation
of 50,000, in 1850. Among the events reported in .the journal was the establishment of the American Hydropathic !nstitute. in New York in 1851. For a
fee of $50, men and women equid be trained in the fundamentals of the water
·cure to become qualified "water cure doctors. • The institute, operated by the
. couple Thomas Low Nichols and Mary Sargent Gove Nichols, was another example of how quackery movements assumed ~y of the tenets of ~ientific
medicine to improve their credibility .

roc.El
Thomsonianism
Emmons, Samuel. The Vegetable Family Physician: !Containing a Description
of the Roots and Herbs Common to the Country, with their Medicinal Properties and Uses. Boston: George P. Oakes, 1836.
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RobinSon, Samuel. A Course of Fifteen Lectures, on Medical Botany, Denominated Thomson's New Tbeory of Medical Practice. Columbus: Pike, Platt and
Co., l-832.
Thomson, Samuel. A Narrative of the Life and Medi~al Discoveries of Samuel
Thomson: Containing an Account of his System of Practice and the Manner of
Curing Disease with Vegetable Medicine. Columbus: Jarvis Pike & Co.,
1833.
Thomson, Samuel,_New Guide to Health; or Botanic Family Physician, Boston: J.Q. Adams, 1835.
Phrenology
;Fowler, O.S. Creative and Sexual Science: Or Manhood, Womanhood, and
Their Mutual Interrelations. New York: Physical Culture Publishing Co.,
1870.
Fowler, O.S. Fowler's Practical Phrenology: Giving a Concise Elementary
View of Phrenology; Presenting ·Some New and Important Remarks on Temperaments,· and Describing the Primary Mental Powers in Seven Different Degrees ofDevelopmetlt. New York: Fowler & Well~, 1856.
Wells, Samuel R. How to Read Character: A fllustrated Hand-Book of Phrenology and Physiognomy, for Students and Ex'a!!Jiners,· with a Descriptive
·
Chart. New York: S. R. Wells & Company, 1878.
Wells, Samuel R. New Physiognomy, or, Signs of Character, as Manifested
Through Temperament and External Forms, and Especially in •The HU(nan
Face Divine. • New York: Fowler & Wells Co., 1887.
Mesmerism and Animal Magnetism
Beecher, Catharine E. Letters to the People on Health and Happiness. New
York: Harper and Brothers, 1855.
Electropathy
Beard, George M. and A. D. Rockwell. A Rractical Treatise on the Medical
and Surgical Uses of EleCtricity Including Localized and General Electi-ization. New York: William Wood & Co., 1871. (On loan from MCO).
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Dugan, William JaJ;D.es. Handbook of Electro-therapeutics. Philadelphia:
Davis, 19.10. (On loan from MCO).
Hydropathy
AUstin, Harriet. Baths, and How to Take Them._Boston: B.L. Emerson, 1861.
,.
Fair~liild, M. Augusta. How to be Well,· Or Common-Sense Medical Hygiene.
New York: S. R. Wells & Company, 1879. ·
Kellogg, John Harvey. Rational Hydrotherapy: A Manual of the Physiological
and Therapeutic Effects of Hydriatic Procedures; and the Technique of their
Application in the Treatment of pisease. Philadelphia: F. · A. David Company,
1901. (On loan from MCO).
The Water-Cure Journal. New York: Fowler and Wells, 1851-1852.
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patent medicine use in the ~nited States dates back to the early days
of the Republic, when drugs imported from Europe were sold by postmasters,
goldsmiths, grocers, and tailors. Following the Revolution, promoter§ played
on America's growing sense of nationalism to advance cures made from
American flora. The use ·of patent medicines expanded during the Jacksonian
era as Americans rebelled against traditional doctors and enthusiastically endorsed quackery. Increasing urbanization and industrialization fed the market
for patent medicines as new drugs were needed to combat epidemics.
·
But the phenomenal growth ' of patent medicine ,sales at mid century
was due to two non-medical events: the passage of patent legislation by Con1
gress in 1793, and the growth in the number of daily newspapers.
Patent legislation made it possible for manufactures to protect their
product against counterfeiters. But most manufacturers did not seek patents on
the formulas for their medicines, since these were often combinations of common products like' alcohol and vegetable e~tracts which they preferred not to
'
.
\
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reveal. Instead, they sought patents on the shape of the bottle, promotional materials, and label information.
'
The number of newspapers published in the country grew from 200
during Jefferson's administration to over 4000 at the time .o f Lincoln's presidency. The penny press, begun by Benjamin Day in 1833, was marketed at a
mass audience and cost just one cent per issue. To recover revenue lost from
subscription prices, Day and others sought profits through advertising. Patent
medicine was the perfect product to advertise in penny papers since its sensational claims buttressed the sensational bent of the stories appearing within the
papers. Patent medicine manufactu~rs were the first companies to seek national audiences for their product,- and daily newspapers and national weeklies
were one way to get their message across.
· "Lydia Pinkham's Vegetable Compound" was the D,l.Ost successful patent medicine of the century, and Mrs. Pinkham's face was known across the
country. She became interested in home remedies after the death of several
family members, and she turned to spiritualism. I,.ike most Americans, she was
convinced that Divine Providence bad stocked the promised land with vegetables and, herbs unknown elsewhere that could cure disease. She was especially
interested in a medicine that could cure the ills of suffering women.
Mrs. Pinkham received the basic formula for her nostrum as payment
for a debt owed her husband. As a result of severe economic hardships for her
family, she began heavy promotion of the medicine in Boston newspaper!> in
' 1876, and her son attacheP his mother's picture to the product. 'Thus was hom
modem advertising.
Mrs. Pinkham. was popU'lar with her female followers for her feminist
bent, and for the fact that she encouraged· them to write her for advice. Women
bad confidence in her and berproduct. However, an analysis of the compound
by the AMAin 1914 revealed it was 20 percent alcohol, with the rest made of
vegetable extracts.
if'
Home remedies were available in stores and catalogs as well as by direct mail from manufacturers. Many producers played on fear 'and superstition
to boost sales, helped along by alarming yet reassuring adv~rtisements. Each ,.
brand swore to provide the· vital key to health.
Like Mrs. Pinkham's compound, liquor was the largest ingredient of
most patent medicines. In addition to the vegetable extracts and sugar which
gave each brand its flavor and color, the remedies were sometimes laced with
cocaine, caffeine, opium, or morphine. The Sears catalog, for example, sold a
morphine-laced mixture intended to be slipped into a wayward husband's cof-
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fee in-order to keep him home nights. Bored housewives and the homebound
elderly were susceptible to becomitlg addicts.
The ingredients of popular medicines were not secret: manY, of the
home medical reference boo!cs such as Secret Nostrums and Systems contained
· recipes for copying favorite patent cures in the privacy of the home. It was
cheaper and more discrete to make your own, and Temperance followers
wanted their versions without alcohol.
Eventually, docto~ began to speak out against nostrums. As early as
1827, the New York Medical Society formed a committee to study quack
medicines. The medicines became more suspect as they became highly profit1 able. A tax was placed on patent medicines during the Civil War to raise funds
for the war 'effort. In 1859, yearly sales of nostrums tQpped $3.5 million; by
1904 this figure had risen to $74.5 million. With the advent of new printing
method&- that allowed for color lithographs, billboards and posters became
more attractive. As competition increased, manufacturers gave-away premiums
to gain customers.
By the end of the century, public opinion about federal regulation
changed, with Americans favoring laws to force manufacturers to disclose
more about mgredients and use realistic language on packages. These laws encountered fierce resistance from the manufacturers. The Proprietary Association, a trade association of medicine producers, was founded in 1881 and
quickly became a powerful lobby. It was aided by the press which had grown
dependent on money received from remedy advertising. When North Dakota
passed a limited disclosure law which included patent medicines,- Proprietary
Assodation members v~ted to remove their advertisements from all of the
s..tate's newspapers. Finally, in 1996, Congress passed ~e Pure Food and Drug
Act with th~ help of Temperance supporters and muckraking journalists.
ro~
I

Oleson, Charles W. Secret Nostrums and Systems of Medicine: A Book of
FormulaS. Chicago: Oieson & Co., 1892.
~

'
Patent medicine almanacs, 1873-1889. MSS-077, Donald D. Duhaime
Collection, Ward M. Canaday Center.
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Women's Health Care.
f')c;Q

W om~n

were especi~lly vulnerable to inadequate diagnoses and
in 19th century America. It was commonly believed that most physical ailments of women were caused by their sexual organs or mental disorders,
resulting in painful, .sometimes lethal treatments. Despite these mal11ractices,
some advances were made in the field of obstetrics and gynecology.
In 1809 in Danville, KentuciCy, Dr. Ephraim McDowell performed
the world's first successful ovariotomy, removing a 22-pound ovarian tumor
from Jane Todd Crawford as · she was strapped to the kitchen table singing
hymns to counteract the pain. Non-surgical <;ancer treatments suggested in
' medical texts of the day included injections of Castile soap suds for the treat- _
ment of ovarian cancer and taking emetics to clear the body Of breast cancer. A
plaster of extract of clover was to be placed on any exposed cancerous sores
following the purging, a treatment considered a "simple, safe, and generally
' effectual remedy. •
Childbirth during this pe~od was marked ~y concern for pain in delivery and the cause of puerperal fever, which appeared mysteriously after deliveries and often led to quick death. Physicians were finally able to combat
puerperal fever in the 1880s when they connected unclean instruments and doctors' hands with the high mortality rates. Ether and chloroform were used to
alleviate the pain of childbirth, despite vigorobs opposition by religious zealots
- who claimed anesthesia during birth was sacrilegious because it conflicted with
God's dictum: "In sorrow shalt thou bring forth children. • .Birth pain, they
said, was a curse upon women and suffering was necessary to induce maternal
love. Some doctors agreed. Dr. Charles Meigs believed that "the female, at the
most inte~ting period of her life, the time of labor, should, all .other things
being equal, have her mind unclouded, her intellect undisturbed, her judgment
fully adequate to realize and appreciate the advent of a new and important era
· in her existence-the birth of her child. •
Modesty and m~rality in Victorian America forestalled some advances
in obstetrics and gynecology. During the 1820s, male midwives began to attr~tment

"!'.
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tend more births, an area previously dominated by women. Physical examina;.
tioils during pregnancy, manipulations during childbirth, and the discussion of
other female complaints created apprehension in .both patient and doctor. Ta- boos against revealing the body also retarded clinical training in obstetrics
until medical schools began to treat poor women for free ·in exchange for the
right to expose them. to students. Dr. J. Marion Sims, the father of American
gynecology, perfected the technique of repairing tissile tom during difficult
childbirths \ising poor black. women whom he housed and fed as experimental
subjects.
· Female mental health· problems were generally viewed as pathological. The Victorian view of females as weak, fragile, and childlike served as
both cause and effect, creating generations of repressed~ · suffering women
made 'worse by harsh treatment. Hysteria, the "daughter's disease, • was common, and believed to be caused by aberrations in the reproductive system. The·
"rest cure, • conceived by neurologist S. Weir Mitchell, was commonly practiced to ~ure hysteria. Prominent women who underwent the rest cure included
Edith Wharton, Jane Addams, Winifred Howells, and Charlotte Perkins Gilman. Weir retracted his views on the rest cure after reading Gilman's nightmarish response to it in The Yellow Wallpaper.
Surgical cures for me!;ttal illness in wo~en also were common. Dr.
Isaac Baker Brown in 1858 proposed clitoridectomies to stop self-abuse, a
treatment prescribed by Dr. Sims, among_others. Dr. Robert Battey espoused
removing ovaries to cure insanity in his work Female Castration (1873). At
. the opposite' end of the spectrum, Dr. Alice B., Stockham believed all female
problems rwere psychological, and asserted the mind could control even malignant tumors.
,
Robert Dale Owen and Charles Knowlton started the American birth
control movement between 1828 and 1832. In 1830, Owen published Moral
Physiology, the , first book published in the country on birth control. Owen
recommended the coitus interruptus method, as he considered the sponge
· method physically disagreeable and the condom inco~venient. Although the
birth rate declined 20 percent between 1860 and 1880 among. native-hom,
white women, this was not due to the quality of information available on birth'
control, but probably the result of the antisexual beliefs of the era. Women
reared to feel disgust for their bodies and flattered into believing they were the
moral sex controlled the birth
rate by insisting upon long periods of' sexual ab,
stinence.
Many women continued to accept yearly, unregulated pregnancies as
God's will and nature's course, but others saw pregnancy as a curse and lived
I

•
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in continual fear of conception. Some women attempted to terminate their
pregnancies. Methods 'employed included jumping off of tables, rolling on the
floor, massaging the stomach,
abortifacients (discreetly sold as patent
medicine cures for •female problems•), and using blunt instruments.
By the 1870s, birth control was known as •voluntary motherhood. • It
was advocated by suffragists; moral reformers influenced by Social Darwiirism
who espoused eugenics, and members of free-love communes. Birth ·control
methods included male contmence, · Kare~ (both woman. and man. avoiding
climax), vaginal douches, purgatives, diaphragms, condoms, and spermicides.
Birth control often was advocated in the 19th century not as a way to
limit the number of children produced, but as a means to better offspring
through eugenics. Eugenics, the science of human breeding, combined scientific fact with America IS optimistic JI}.illennial belief that the .race and the country could be improved through reproduction control. Eugenicists sought to improve future generations by encouraging those with above average mental and
physical traits' to have more children, and those with below average traits to
have fewer.
Methods suggested by eugenicists included segregating those with
undesirable characteristics, like prisoners and mental patients, and instituting
sterilization, birth control, and legal re~traints on their marriage. O.S. F~wler, '
in his work Hereditary Descent, recommends who should marry and what
tempe~ents and phrenological profiles should not unite. Fowler notes that
•what is one's meat is another's poison. • Others focused on ways ordinary
people could improve their children through their sexUal practices. Jo~
Cowan, in The Science of New Life, advocated the Law of Cohtinence.
According to Cowan, married couples should praciice volUntary abstinence
· except for the purpose of procreation:· one attempt every two years on a sunny
'August or September day when the electricity of the sun could combine with
the electricity of the parents. All energy was then focused on conception, and
afterwards the couple would retUrn to sleeping in 'separate quarters until another two years had passed.
Eugenics never received widespread acceptance because many feared
it took away basic human rights such as selecting one's spouse. Some believed
reproduction control might 'be misused, and others objected for religious rea·. sons. But eugenics did have some positive aspects in that it helped to sexually
liberate Victorian America and advocated sex as an essential component of
human character. Eugenics also implied that women should ~ave some control
over their lives, and some practitioners even promoted female sexual satisfac-·
tion as an integral part of rel'roduction.
,
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The bucolic setting of the Toledo State Hospital, from a postcard, ca. 1900.
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Mental Health
ro~

In

early 19th century America, care for the mentally ill was. almost
non-existent: the afflicted were usually relegated to prisons, almshouses, or inadequate supervision by families. 'Treatment, if provided, paralleled other
medical treatments of the time, including bloodletting and ·purgatives. How, ever, in a wave of concern for the oppressed, some took action. Among these,
. Dorothea Dix was the leading crusader for the establishment of state-supported
mental asylums. Through he~: efforts, the first state hospitals for the insane
were built in -New Jersey and Pennsylvania. She and other reformers sought
humane, individualized care with the rich and the poor housed together to insure high standards fqr all. The move'ment was generated by social reform, but
throughout the century·, mental illness was probed and analyzed, and "cures"
prescribed by both the scientific and lay communities.
"Moral treatment". was the predominating philosophy to cure the insane. This sy~tem was developed in late 18th century Europe, and by Benjamin
Rush in the United States. It challenged the demonic explanations for insanity
and emphasized the role of environment in determining character: improper
external conditions could induce derangement. The "moral treatment" system
was optimistic that an appropriate environment could\racilitate cure, especially',
for ~osewith acute.(not chronic) afflictions.
Essential to this theory was a physiological basis for mental disorder:
insanity was caused by brain damage. The brain's sUrface was soft and malleable and physically altered by outward influence. This idea was closely related
to phrenology which assigned specific faculties to ~tions of the brain._
The notion that mental illness resulted from physical impairment was
rarely challenged, but the nature and treatment of ailments were continually
debated. To find physical evidence for mental deficiencies, autopsies were performed on mental patients to d~scover lesiops or other abnormalities. Although
progress was made in the diagnosis of somatic diseases like tumors or syphi- · /
litic derangement, these efforts were frustrating and subjective. Also controversial wa8 the fate' of the chronically versus acutely ill: the differences be-
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.tween them, whether they should be housed together, and whether the chronically ill should be treated at all.
Superintendents 'Of early mental institutions were well educated, although not necessarily in medicine, and active in the community. Thirteen
heads of institutions, called "-alienists, • formed the Association of Medical Superintendents, in.il began the American Journal of Insanity. Asylums were built
in. rural areas to remove patients from their home environments 1and to p_rovide
fresh air in a bucolic setting. Patients were offered exercise, work, education,
and religious instruction. Most alienists did not dispense drugs, but stressed
healthy, clean living. They lived near patients, invited the public in for pro- '
grams, and promoted the view that the insane were not monsters but rather
"unfortunate fellow 'beings. • Focusing on societal causes, alienists believed
mental health problems could be avoided, especially in the young: children's
brains were softer; vulnerable, and ~ore pro1;1e to influence.
·
After· the Civil War, faith in "moral treatment" declined because the
curability rate had been overestimated, the cost of facilities was high, the government curtailed funds, and the public became disillusioned with "experts"
and their failed promises. Repeated failures also frustrated practitioners who
responded with an increased use of physical restraint. An influx of immigrants
caused overcrowding an,d a loss of fee-paying -private patients. As the medical .
field was slow to become interested in the care of the mentally ill, there was a .
lack of trained personnel. The original, more idealistic practitioners were
gone, and new managers, many of whom were political appointees, were less
inspired and qualified. These alienists became self~protective and isolated from
the public. They also feared that "moral treatment" was responsible for the rise
in spiritualist movements, considered fa.l'l.atical and dangerous, and they further
·
tightened the reins 'of custodial care.
Between 1850 and 1880, viewpoints reverted back to pre-asylum as~ments., with the added element of heredity: mental illness resulted from a
weak .family and vice committed by ancestors. This led to a f,.talistic vie'Y of
cures, and ~ new wave· of books detailing the ~gers of bad habits such as ~
coholism and masturbation. Influenced by Social Darwinism, practitioners be:.
lieved mental illness eould be eliminated through eugenics. Although there
were scientific advances, particularly in neurology, the tendency _was to classify ailments rather than investigate through observation. Drugs such as chloroform, bromides, and eth.er were 1increasingly used to. subdue patients.
,
By the 1880s, asylum conditions had. deteriorated significantly, and
neurol9gists began to vie for .control of institutions. They opposed superintendents and questioried the validity of the asylum itself, promoting the clinic in~
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Stead. In 1880 they formed the National Association of the Insane and the Prevention of Insanity. A public; interest in reform e{lSUed with exaggerated stories
of asylum abuse appearing in newspapers. By, 1884 the neurologists and superintendents were forced into an uneasy truce resulting in medical standards for
superintendents, greater control ove{ asylums, oversight Commissions, psychopathic hospitals for the acute, out-patient care, and research. Medical education
began to include the study of insanity . .Tb.e word "asylum" was replaced by
"hospital" to reduce the stigma of mental illness.
Neurologists made some sound contributions to th~ field, but they
. also promoted dubious treatments such as static electricity and the "rest cure. •
Eventually, neurologists formed two camps: those who focused on somatic
cases, ' and those who embraced psychologieal theories as medically · respectable.
To remove the 'chronically ill' from overcrowded asylums and in a
general effort to promote non-restraint, alternative care facilities such as the
tent treatment, the free air system, and the cottage system were attempted in
the latter part of the century. The Toledo State Hospital was the first mental
health institution in th~ country to be designed exclusively on the cottage system. In spite of such reform efforts, the dominance of Social I>arwinism condemned the chronically ill as genetically inferior. I.'t was not until the final
years of the century that Sigmund Freud's theorieS about the unconscious crept
into the professi?nal arena.
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Physical Fitness and Nutrition
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'

The prevention of illness through exercise and nutrition w~ an out-

·'f

growth of quackery medicine. It was a small step from movements like hydropathy which advocated the "natural" healing powers of water ~ the idea that
fresh air, healthy_food, and exercise coul(be beneficial.
Catharine Beecher noted a connection between poor air quality in
puropean slums and the spread of disease. She advocated open fireplaces and
. improved home ventilation, stating the "first and most indispensable requisite
, for health is pure air, both by day and night." She felt windows should 'be kept
open and bed chambers kept cold to improve resistance to disease. She researched cooking and heating stove design, and strongly opposed closed furnaces because they rep10ved moistUre from the air and 'could leak poisonous
gases. Other advocates for clean air included William Alcott, who wanted to
change the architecture of school houses to improve ventilation and add outside
playgrounds where students could breathe healthful air.
The physical fitness movement in the United States followed the influx of a large number of German immigrants who fled their country due to tlie
'
1848 revolution. The movement began there with Fredrich LudWig .Jahn
(1778 7 1852), who unified exercise and sport with German history and tradition and saw a connection between mental and physical health. Charles Follen,
a ·Jahn student and author of Die deutshe Turnkeise, led ·the movement in
America, organizing the Round Hill School at Harvard which stressed rigorous
mental and physical exercise. Training included carefully organized and militaristic calisthenics drills. In the midwest, the Germans established their first
gymnastic institution called the Tumverein in Cincinnati in 1848. Later call¢
the Turners, these groups developed nationally and organized outings of picnics, games, gymnastics, and celebrations of German culture.
Catharine Beecher p~omoted ·physical fitness for women. She felt
sets not only made such exercise impossible, but actually deformed women's
bodies. Worst of all, such defonmties, she believed, could be passed on to future generations anq degrade the race. She campaigned for school curriculum
'
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that in_cluded. calisthenics, and produced inst~ctive drawings of appropriate'
exercises for young men and women.
, In the years 1830-1860, the physical fitness movem~t dovetailed
with the evangelical movement's millennialist message of the need for action to
improve the human ~ce. Americans had a special responsibiiity to fulfi!l the
promise of the Revolution and. rescue civilization. Many believed the country
had degenerated from the era of the great leaders of. 1776, hence the democratic experiment was doomed to failure without an effort to improve physically. The increasing number of tuberc~losis cases was evidence of this degeneration. The rejuvenation of Americans as individuals and the rejuvenation of
the country were tied together in the millennjal dream.
Catharine Beecher also adv~ improving nutrition. She was lin
early opponent of gluttony, believing condiments on food stimulated the appetite toward excess. Mustard and hot peppers were particulatly bad.
The best-laiown i9th century "health food" advocate was Sylvester
Graham. His 1837 "Treatise .on Bread Making" expounded agairist .artificial
' ingredients in flours at:J.d endorsed whole ·grains. He championed vegetarianism
because m~t overstimulated 'the digestive tract, and he believed the optimal
diet eonsisted of b~ bread, vegetables, arid water. Of course atcohol,
, bacc0, coffee, and tea, also overstimulated, and were virul~ntly oppci~ by ·
Temperance leaders. Russell Trail, aythor of the Hydr-opathic Cook Book, even
suggested liquor-laced cakes were harmful and condemned most cook books
for combining spices and producing dyspepsia and constipation. ,
Dio Lewis, in his book Our Digestion; or, My Jolly Friend's Secret,
examined other capses of stomach discomfort and found they included corsets,
tomatoes,. and lack of sunshine. He related most physical ailments to poor eating habits, stating "we have only one stomach, and when that fai~s, the whole
body must fail." Lewis opposed white 'bread, butter, and sugar, and like GrahaJll, favored whole grains like oatmeal, cracked wheat, and com.
Regardless of their particular bent, all of the food reformers had a
. common philosophy: bad eating habit's led to social diSQrder. Like physical
fitness proponents, they saw a ,connection between reshaping the body and reshaping American society to improye the iadividual.and the country:
The physical fitness movement declined in the years preceding the
Civil War. But after the war, the' mov~ment revived as Americans became city
dwellers and took sedentary jobs. Advocates of physical fitness after the war
promoted "Muscular Christianity," a movement begutl in England which
stressed that the best and most moral Christians were, those with so\md bodies.

to-
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So~ even proposed that the mind could be improved through the imProvement of the body, like a machine made more efficient.
Dio Lewis believed exercise important for all ages and both sexes.
His exercises went beyond Catharine Beecher's by including hand-to-eye coordination drills and utilizing wooden hoops, light dumbbells, and Indian
clubs. Indian clubs became a favorite exercise tool with entire. books written
for club exercises.
Team sports became popular after 1865, reflecting America's growing
urbanization. The most popular was baseball. In 1869 't.b:e Cincinnati Red
Stockings became the country's first professional baseball team.
By the century's end,· Luther Gulick transformed the Young Men's
Christian Association into the epitome of "Muscular Christianity." It became
the largest organization of urban gymnasiums and fitness centers where urban
youths could channel their energies into creating better bodies and minds.
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The Public Health Movement

,

ro~

The public health movement began in Germany in the U~40s. The
industrialization of Europe which sta~ in the, 18th century produced urban
slums which were swept periodically by epidemics of typhoid and typhus. In
.
'
the 1830s,_a cholera epidemic hit London. As the epidemic spread to Germany, Rudolf Virchow (1821-1902) studied the obvious connection between
poor sanitation and disease which became the genesis ,for the public health
movement.
While isolated geographically from the scourges of Europe, America
was occasionally hit with epidemics of its own, especially in the growing east
coast ,cities. Recognizing that disease may be coming fro~ the ships that
docked ~ their ports, cities ip.stituted quarantines during outbreaks.
Treatments for widespread disease did not improve. Benjamin Rush,
America's leading physician, made detailed observations of the yellow fever
epidemic that hit his native Philadelphia in 1793, but refilsed to accept contagion as the likelr came. Rush prescribed a tr~tment of intense bleeding and ,
purging with Calomel.
America largely ,escaped the typhus epidemics that devastated Europe
in the early 19th century because the mostly rural country lacked overcrowding, poverty, and filth which promoted typhus transmission by lice. Typhus
did strike ships ferrying passengers from Europe to the United States, however. An outbreak of the disease in P~nnsylvania Hospital in 1836 provided the
opportunity for physician William Wood Gerhard to study the disease carefully
and differentiate it from typhoid. Typhoid was milch deadlier in America:
there were 75,000 reported cases during the Civil War alone. Dysentery too
swept the United States, especially during the war, as did many of the common
childhood diseases such as diphtheria, scarlet fever, and measles which hit
yo\Ulg soldiers from isolated rural areas who had not developed immunities to
·
them.
,
' In 1847, the newly-formed American Medical -Association sponsored
an investigation of large U.S. cities and found that living c<_>qditions for many
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residents had become as bad as the worst slums ,of Europe. The organization
concluded that without improvements in hygiene and living standards, Eura:pean-type epidemics would soon hit American cities. The organization also advocated cOll~ting vital statistics to track the country's birth and death rates. •
Soon thereafter, many bureaus of vital statistics were organized, including in
Ohio, where birth and death statistics were ·collected at the county level beginning in 1867.
Local sanitary commissions formed in cities and towns, spurred on by
reform movements which stressed healthier living and clean water. The Massachusetts Sanitary Commission, for example, sought better venting of city
homes to remove any noxious odors and fumes that 'might cause disease. To
provide plentiful water; 32 waterworks were built in the country by 1825, and
almost 600 were added by 1880. Unfortunately it was assumed that free-flowing water was pure, so the first filtration plant was not built until1871.
,
' In 1856, Dr. Wilson Jewell of Philadelphia proposed a national convention to establish uniform quarantine laws. The first convention met in that
city in May 1857, and four more such conventions to discilss public health issues were held before the Civil War disrupted the.movement. The American
Public Health Association was founded in 1872 by some of those who attended
. these earlier conventions. The following year the number of boards of health in
the U.S. increased from 4 to 123 .
.The most significant event in the public health movement, however,
was the development of the germ theory and the realization that disease could
be contagious.
·
' ·
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Medicine in the Civil War
ro~
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When the Civil War began in April 1861,· medicine was approaching what Surgeon General William Hammond called ,"the. end of the medical
Middle Ages." In Europe, the work of Koch and Pasteur was just beginning
and American physicians had little knowledge of the cause and prevention of
disease and infection. The Army Medical Department, which was responsible
for the care 'of the sick and Wl'mnded in the North, was unprepared. The staff
of 90 doctors was experienced in dealing with the health problems of small
military outposts, but had no 1idea of how to deal with large scale medical and
logistical problems.
Early in the war it became obvious that disease would Qe the greatest
killer. Two soldiers died of disease (dysentery, ~iarrhea, typhoid, and malaria)
for every one killed in battle. Soldiers from small rural areas suffered from
childhood diseases such as measles and mumps because they lacked immUnity.
Outbreaks of these "camp and campaign." diseases were caused by overcrowded
and Jlllsanitary conditions in the field. To remedy this, the U.S. government
created the U.S. Sanitary Commission in June 1861.
·
The commission was directed by Frederick Law Olmstead. Preaching
the virtues of clean water, good food, ' and fresh air, the commission pressured
the Army Medical Department to improve sanitation, build large well-ventilated h9spitals, and encourage women to join the newly-created nursing corps.
Despite the efforts Of the Sanitary Commission, some 560,000 soldiers died
from disease during the war.
.
Second to disease as a cause of death was battlefield injuries, totaling
some 200,000 casualties. The overwhelming number of wounded created
problems in removing them from the battlefield. As ,late as 1862 there was no
ambulance corps on either side. In August of that year, however, Unipn General George B. McClellan authorized the creation of a trained ambulance corps
for the Army of the Potomac, arid other armies, both Union and Confederate,
soon did the same.
'
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Risks from surgery were great. Doctors in the field hospitals had no
notion of antiseptic surgery, resulting in extremely hlgh death rates ffom post• operative infection. Surgeons , ignored anesthesia, instead reiying on the
"surgical shock" ofbattle, _when the patient's heart rate was greatest, to amputate.
Amputation of a wourided arm or leg was the 'most commo~ operation, due largely to the .58 calibre Minie ball ammunition used during the war.
This heavy conical-shaped bullet of soft lead distorted on impact causing large,
gaping wounds filled wi~ dirt and pieces of clothing. Its heavy weight shattered any bone it contacted. Because of the severity of the wounds and the ·
overwhelming case load, surgeons usually elected for fast and easy .amputation
over trying tO remove the bullet and save the limb.
While the efforts of the Army Medical Department during the Civil
War did little to bring immediate relief for the victims, many medical advances
did result from the war experience. Doctors treating hundreds of thousands of
cases of dysentery, diarrhea, typhoid, malaria and gunshot wounds compiled
copious notes that would aid res~rchers after the war. These case studies were
later published between 1870 and 1888 under the title M_edical and Surgical
History of the War of the Rebellion. Medical army officers recognized that enforcing sanitary standards in the field could reduce the spread of disease. And
the numerous cases of post-operative infections such as hospital gangrene led
to increased study in ways to prevent it, eventually leading to the use of bromme.
I
-But the largest medical a,chievements of the CiVil War were in the areas of field hospital organization and personnel. At the beginning of the war,
staffs were haphazardly organized on an "as n~ed" basis. But these staffs
were usually too small, and healthy soldiers had to be left behind to care for
the sick and wounded. Anyone, regardless of medical skill, could .volunteer as '
a nurse.. Hospital facilities were established in -existing unsani~ry buildings or
erected wher~ver convenient. By war's end this all changed. Military hospital
staffs became more permanent. In 1861, Dorothea Dix was appointed SuperiJtendent of the :United States Nursing Corps, 'and. the idea of professional
ing was born. Fj.nally, hospital ·facilities were improved by the use of large,
well-ventilated hospital tents and more permanent, cleaner "pavilion hospitals. •

nurs-
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Detail from "The, Dying Soldier-The Last Letter H?me," froin My Story of the War
by Mary A. Livermore.
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Nursing
ro~

•

Mooern nursing began in northern Europ~ in the early 19th century.
with the Protestant Deaconess Movement. The deaconesses, housed in motherhouses, cared for the sick and infirm. The first secular effort to traip nurses
began in- 1836, when the Reverend Theodore and Friederike Fliedner established a school in~ Kaiserwerth, Germany, offering three-year coutse8 in nursing. Graduates could dispense medicines and nurse ill and convalescing patients, and by 1864 the school had trained 1600 nurses and had motherhouses
as far away as Milwaukee, Wisconsin .
.In ~8~1, Florence Nightingale visited the Kaiserwerth 8chool.
Nightingale, who 'came from a well~to-do British family, decided to devote her
life to the care of the sick: In 1854 she volllflteered to serve during the Cri.. mean War, and was appalled by the lack of trained nurses and orderlies. Upon
her arrival< Nightingale transformed the poorly ventilated, vermin-infested
Barrack Hospital in Scutan into a clean, well~Jhanaged facility, and within six
months the death rate fell from 40 to 2 percent. After the war Nightingale returned to London and founded her own nursing school.' fu 1859, Nightingale
- published Notes on Nursing, which became required reading for all nursu{g
students.
,
'
Despite
these
European
advance;,
American nursing was stilfin its in.
fancy at the outbreak of the Civil War. There had been no effort at organized
nurse training. As in Europe, it required a war to bring about. reform.
When the war began, the only nurses were in the religious orders,
namely the Catholic Sisters of Mercy and the Sisters of Charity. These nurses
soon were overWhelmed by the large number of casualties the war produced,
forcing the U.S. Govern.D:tent to establish the Army Nursing Service in 1861.
The Service, 'headed by Dorothea Dix, ·faced many obstacles, including the
prejudice of male surgeons. :bix herself .refused to accept any woman who was
not "plain of appearance" and at least thirty years old.
·
Women nurses usually worked in base hospitals well away . from the
front lin~. However some, like Clara Barton, served in battlefield hospitals,.
~
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earning Barton the nickname • Angel of the Battlefield. • Other notable nurses
during the Civil War included auth~r Louisa May Alcott, whose book Hospital ·
Sketches describes the touching and dramatic life liS a Civil War nurse. Runaway slave Harriet Tubman also served as a nurse during the ~ar. and for her
work on the Sea Islands of South Carolina, T~bman received a government
pension in 1892.
/
.
The work of these and thousands of other women~ advanced the professional statUs of nursing in the United States. In 1861 a professio~ nursing
school was· organized in New York City, and others.followed during and after
the war in many locations throughout the country. The Civil War proved to be
a watershed in the quest toward professional nursing in the United States.
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Medical Education
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The poor quality of medical tQlining offered in the United States was
'
.
.
one reason for the slow development of the medical profession and the rapid
growth of quackery in the 19th century. Medical schools were propr;ietary, had
few entrance requirements, and provided no cliniCJtl training. Most doctors
learned their trade through apprenticeships with practicing physicians, which
provided the doctors with needed extra incpme and cheap labor. Hen_ce the
profession was unwilling to replace ~he proprietary schools and appfenticeship
system with more appropriate education. Medical training~and medicin~suf
fered as a result.
Medical schools dev~loped slowly in the first decade of the century.
But the extreme shortage of doctors and large profits possible from operating
medical schools led .to a rapid expansion: 26 new schools open,-d between
1810 and 1840, and 47 J!lOre between 1840 and 1875. '
This rapid expansion degraded the -quality of education. Opening a
medical school required only a hall and a group of physicians willing to lecture. Students bought tickets for the lectures, producing hefty supplemental incomes for physicians who earned little from patient care. Most sch09ls had no
admission requirements. Medical students were unruly and undisciplined, and
often illitehtte. No clinical practice, aside from apprenticeships, was offered to
augment lectures.
Learning by d~ssection was difficult since most states prohibi~ dissecting human corpses, and students either had to bring their own cadavers .or
colleges employed body snatchers to steal corpses. Massachusetts was the first
stateto legalize the donation of bodies to medical schools, and this did not occur untill830. Other states were slow to follow. New Orleans becanie a center
of medical education because of the large number of unclaimed corpses of poor
transients available for dissection from Charity Ho~ital·. ,
The proprietary nature of medical schools made improvements in the
. quality of education difficult. Fierce competition for students resulted in lowering standards. When a school tightened its admissions standards and tough-
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ened its curriculum, enrollment dropped II$ students left for easier schools. Because the schools emphasized profit, medical ·education was separate from the
university system ~d those schools affiliated with universities were affiliated in name only.
·
In an effort to improve standards, state me<}.ical societies fought colleg~ for the_right to license physicians through examinations. But mosf were
forced to accept either passing an examination or a diploma from a college as
proof of ability, ap.d as states did away with licensing in the middle of.the century, even these criteria were dropped.
Poor training and the resulting poor quality of care did little to bring
respect to physicians. Patients paid less than five dollars for common procedures, and often bartered for medical services. As Americans rebelled against
the horrors of heroic medicine and were swept up by Jacksonian democracy,
they became increasingly skeptical of aristocratic doctors who did little to re-.
lieve their suffering or cure disease.
In 1847, the newly fofUled American Medical Association established
a committee to study me9ical training. The committee recommended_tightening
requirements, lengthening the academic year, and establishing a minimum of
seven faculty members with different specialties to open a medical college.
, Medical education improv~ slightly in the second half of the century,
as the exploding knowledge base of the profession finally forced colleges to
improve. Harvard presiden£ Charles Eliot seized the opportunity in 1869 to extend the medical college's schoolyear from four months to nine, require both
wri~ten and oral examinations, and establish a three-year curriculum. But it
was not until Johns Hopkins University opened in 1876 that medical education
improved significantly because founder Daniel Coit Gilman required cliliical
practice as an integral part of training. The apprenti£:eship system was ending.
Such changes were slow' to be enacted nationwide. In 1890, the National Association of Medical Colleges approved strict membership rules, including a three-yeat curriculum. The Natiomil Confederation of State Medical
Examiners and Licensing Boards supported this requirement in 1891. In 1910,
a pivotal study conducted by Abraham Flexner for the AMA reported on the
• standards of specific colleges. Those with the best programs were rewarded
with large grants. Schools found lacking ~ventually ctosed, including the
Toledo Medical College, affiliated with the University of Toledo.
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Students at the Toledo Medical College, ca. 1900.
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